Five Whiskeys from the Buffalo Trace Distillery
Buffalo Trace
Eagle Rare
Blanton's Special Reserve
Hancock's Reserve
Rock Hill Farms
A tasting done by Whisky Montreal on July 15, 2013

Buffalo Trace Tasting Notes
Ancient buffalo carved paths through the wilderness that led America's first pioneers and explorers westward. One such
trail led to the banks of the Kentucky River where Buffalo Trace Distillery has been making bourbon whiskey the same way
for more than 200 years. In tribute to the mighty buffalo and the rugged, independent spirit of the pioneers who followed
them westward, we created our signature Buffalo Trace Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey. Carefully distilled by our
latest generation of craftsmen and aged for 8-9 years, Buffalo Trace Bourbon is rich, complex and smooth in taste. This
small batch bourbon is a marriage of 30-40 of our best bourbon barrels and hand-bottled with care in our premium
bourbon bottling hall.
From the Website
This deep amber whiskey presents tastes of sweet corn and dark candied fruit. The nose is a complex procession of
vanillas and citrus and the mid-palate tastes includes cinnamon, nutmeg, oak and honey. The finish is long and improbably
elegant with the smaller grains at last finding a coherent voice; the sweeter vanilla joined by a dry, toasty oak flavor.
Jim Murray
Nose: Outstanding aroma, kicked off by a spicy prickle that any Bourbon lover will immediately recognise as the hallmark
of the old Ancient Age distillery. Satisfying, deep, gently vanilla-ed and molassed with even a sprig of sweet mint.
Palate: A rip-roaring waxy sweetness checked by a big build up of vanilla-rich oak. Corn is chewy and rye offers a richtextured background.
Finish: Dries at last as the oak takes command, but rye offers extra depth and a layer of bitterness as does a lingering
liquorice.
Comment: Big, moody, uncompromising and complex beyond belief. One of the world's great whiskeys.
Michael Jackson
Nose: Rich, rummy. Figs, almond, aniseed.
Palate: Smooth, creamy. Faintly smoky and tobacco-like.
Finish: Surprisingly restrained. Pruney.
Comment: Some very interesting flavours, but lacks roundness and length.
LA Whisky Society
N: Sweet and floral with some deeper notes of dark chocolate and coffee.
P: Quite woody, almost tea-like, with distinct tastes of dry tobacco leaf. Dry on the palate but then...
F: ...gets sweet for a moment on the finish before going dry again with a hint of mildew.
All was going well in this single barrel until the very finish with that moldy off-note.
Sku
Nose: Corn, with a good dose of rye.
Palate: Old school Bourbon, caramelly and sweet with muted rye in the background. Tasting blind, I actually pegged this
for an old ND Old Taylor. It doesn't have the strong rye notes I generally associate with Buffalo Trace.
Finish: Candy Corn.

Eagle Rare Eagle Rare Tasting Notes
Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness –cornerstones of a birth of a nation, epitomized by the American bald eagle.
Eagle Rare Single Barrel Bourbon Whiskey is masterfully crafted and carefully aged in oak barrels for no less than ten
years. Discriminately selected for a dry and delicate taste, this whiskey honors the American spirit of independence.
The nose is complex, with aromas of toffee, hints of orange peel, herbs, honey, leather and oak. The taste is bold, dry and
delicate with notes of candied almonds and very rich cocoa. The finish is dry and lingering.
From the website
Nose: Complex aromas of toffee, hints of orange peel, herbs, honey, leather and oak
Taste: Bold, dry, oaky flavors with notes of candied almonds and very rich cocoa
Finish: Dry and lingering
Michael Jackson
Nose: Soft, clean.
Palate: Lightly toffeeish. Sweet. Orangey. Some minty rye notes.
Finish: Gentle. Slight citrus zest.
Comment: More delicate and restrained than I expect from Eagle Rare...distinctly the sweeter of the Bourbons in this
tasting.
Dave Broom
Nose: Full-on, rich sweet nose: candy, caramelised oak.
Palate: Big, chewy and sweet with a fresh oily zap on the back palate stopping it from becoming too cloying.
Finish: Long, slightly hot.
Comment: Big and sweet. Scale down the sweet vermouth when making your Manhattan.

Robert Parker Jr.
A sensational Kentucky straight bourbon whiskey, this single barrel project is a powerful, pedal-to-the-metal, balls-to-thewalls style of bourbon that has been aged 10 years and has 45% alcohol, which makes it 90 proof. Seemingly bigger than
that in the mouth, it is full-bodied with lots of caramelized citrus, maple syrup, smoky crème brûlée and cappuccino-like
notes as well as terrific fruit from the fermentation. The wood is only a complementary aspect of this velvety textured, full
throttle bourbon. It appears to be a classic.

Blanton's Tasting Notes
In the winter of 1881, Albert Bacon Blanton was born into one of the first families of bourbon history. At the age of sixteen,
he started work in the Distillery as an office boy and fast became a leading pioneer in the development of bourbon. From
the time he was made company president in 1921 until his retirement in 1952, his Distillery expanded from 44 to 144
buildings to become the largest Distillery of its day. During that period Colonel Blanton created his very special and limited
supply of bourbon - his private reserve - handpicked and stored in what now is known as the famous Warehouse H.
Although Colonel Blanton died in the spring of 1959, his legacy lives. The Single Barrel Bourbon is the first of its kind. Aged
A deep, satisfying nose of nutmeg and spices. Powerful dry vanilla notes in harmony with hints of honey amid strong
caramel and corn. A medium finish composed of returning corn and nutmeg flavors.
Blanton's Website
Nose: Dry Citrus, Raisin, Light Vanilla, Spice.
Palate Entry: Sweet with Citrus, marked by a Light Vanilla and Honey.
Finish: Crisp with notes of Spice and a hint of Cinnamon Apple.
Sour Mash Manifesto
Color: Deep Amber
Nose: Crushed rock, leather, and dry oak at the front with dried banana, vanilla, herbs, and rye to follow. Maple syrup
increasingly more prevalent with air time.
Flavor: This one is almost dry and crisp throughout the sip. It starts spicy with peppery heat and a rye-heavy punch. Hard
caramel candy sweetness struggles through just gripping oak takes it to the finish.
Finish: Long and spicy with a bit of corn and toasted, dry oak.
LA Whisky Society
Adam: Sweet and smooth, rather caramel-y with a trace of apples. The finish picks up with the flavor of actual wheat,
along with a very faint background of spice. Tasty.
Chris:
N: Rich nose, cinnamon, some wood in the background.
P: Massive cherry cough drop flavor and then...
F: ...cinnamon in the finish but it comes with a lot of wood.
A very good bourbon but a little too woody in spots.
straightbourbon.com Virtual Blind Tastings #50
Color: light orange/amber, both in bottle and glass.
Nose: Honey in forefront. A slight camphor undertone that is not unpleasant. Light vanilla and leather. Maybe a hint of
tobacco. There is a hint of mustiness in here.
Taste: slightly spicy on the tip of the tongue. Cinnamon. Leather and wood in the middle and a little soothing vanilla on the
back. Some dark fruit in here too.
Finish: Smooth with lots of the vanilla that appeared earlier. A subtly nuttiness appears after a few seconds.
Other: Tasted neat in a snifter. Bottle opened approx. 2 years ago. Better than I remember.

Hancock's President Reserve Tasting Notes
From the website
This Single Barrel bourbon whiskey is deep amber in color. The nose is light and sweet with traces of mango and papaya.
The body is full and the palate shows a nice balance of honey, clover, fruit and a dash of spice. The finish is long and
warm.
Jim Murray
Nose: Massive corn mingles with intense oak and a spicy buzz of rye; lashings of sweet toffee.
Palate: Fat and full with a quick explosion of lively rye and demarara sugar followed by sweet corn.
Finish: Drier towards the finale with a long oaky follow through.
Comment: Brilliantly balanced throughout with just the correct amount of sweetness.
Michael Jackson
Nose: Fresh. Lemon. Vanilla. Hint tobacco.
Palate: Light. Lemons. Roses. Sweetish.
Finish: Lemon curd.
Comment: Liked that spicy-lemon rye character, but lacking in complexity and roundness.

BourbonEnthusiast Review ID 2004
Nose: Vanilla, oak, caramel. butterscotch, and corn open a candy nose. Very appealing and somewhat soft. I am looking
forward to the taste.
Taste: Oily and rich sweetness that slides across the front of the mouth like a warm syrup. At mid-mouth a mild attack of
cinnamon and pepper attack with in a feint, reserving the modest heat for the back of the mouth. Very nice.
Finish: Fairly long finish as the embers refuse to die and easy death.
Overall: A very enjoyable bourbon with a well defined upfront sweet opening, a spicy mid-palate, and a long lasting quite
warm finish. For reasons unknown to me, I have never bought a bottle of Hancock's. I did have a sip of some first rate and
older Hancock's at the BE gathering in Bardstown recently and it was exceptional. I find this bourbon to be almost the
equal of Rock Hill Farms....... but not quite. RHF is a tad more complex and interesting at about the same price point. I can
see how some might easily prefer the Hancoks.

Rock Hill Farms Single Barrel Tasting Notes
From the website
Seductive aromatic notes of toasted walnut, dried red fruits, spice, cocoa and marshmallow. Flavors of dark chocolate,
chocolate covered almond, coffee, tobacco and dark caramel. The finish is smooth, silky, toffee sweet and honeyed.
BourbonEnthusiast Review ID 1983
Nose: Oak, vanilla, rye, allspice, nutmeg, hints of maple and orange in a subtle combination that speaks little of its 100
proof. Excellent, excellent nose that delivers a highly complex cluster of aromas.
Taste: A very balanced and controlled dram of bourbon essence. It offers a proper measure of oak dryness, a contrasting
and delicious dose of sweet vanilla and caramel, and a zip of rye to set the whole in a wonderful whirl. Just first rate
bourbon that seduces with beautiful balance.
Finish: Sustains the balance right through to the last ember of taste......... which dies slowly, slowly........ just as it should
ought to!
Overall: If you want a bourbon that is true to the essence of what a great bourbon should be, look no further than this
one. It pays homage to all the proper bourbon ingredients........ the oak tannins have their properly restrained say, the
vanillins and caramels play their sweet tune, the rye jumps in with its insistent but restrained wail, the interesting
background spices (nutmeg, allspice) keep the others from saying too much or speaking too loud.
Sour Mash Manifesto
Color: Deep Golden/Amber
Nose: Corn, honey, apple cider, a sprinkle of rye, mint, and wet oak. What a fantastic nose this is, and with fruit and corn
prevailing and enough oak and spice character to keep it lively.
Flavor: Again we have corn right from the fore, loads of honey, rye, peppery bite, burned sugar, maple, and again that
apple note.
Finish: Moderate length -fruity with caramel and peppery spice.
Overall: Rock Hill Farm is a tremendous bourbon that really doesn’t get its due. It has depth and layers of flavor that
Blanton’s didn’t quite measure up to. More than anything I enjoyed the balance of grain and fruit that shines through.
L.A. Whiskey Society
Mike
Nose: From a fresh bottle, the grainy corn aroma hits first. Then sweet rye aromas -- butterscotch, caramel, spicy
gumdrop sugar, hint of nutmeg and herbal minty something. Great nose! Not too hot and overpowering, you can savor the
nose on this. With time it changes significantly. A half-hour in the air and it has chocolate soufflé aromas.
Palate: Medium body, sweet caramel, turning to spicy caramelized sugar as from a pan sauce. Later, mocha, chocolate
covered nuts, a little pineapple and cherry. Wonderfully complex. Sweet and fruity, turning dark and chocolaty with air, nice
spiciness. Quite balanced at 50%. Easily sippable without water. A drop of water does open it up. This is a little too delicate
and "smooth" to even think of ice. Perfect out of the bottle.
Finish: Lingers moderately. No bitter bite or strong burn. Rather has a very pleasant, slight woodiness. Cedar, candle wax,
lingering mint chocolate flavors. Fades slowly without adding much that is new, but still asks you to go slow and savor. If it
had more strength and power on the finish, I'd certainly give it an A.
Overall: Subtle, complex, dynamic. One of the most refined bourbons I have ever had.
Tim
N: Dry and slightly piney, lightly peppery, heavy rye influence. Woody and slightly funky. Dark, dark, dark black cherry
note. After a bit, a slightly caramel top note, but it's watery and blown out by the tannin bomb.
P: Mouth coating, a little vanilla upfront but then dominated by that almost oppressive wood and rye note with a piney
kick. Fairly tannic.
F: Warm upfront, fades. Black tea in huge measure initially, then wood, pepper, rye and a touch of black cherry. Slightly
astringent.
I've seen some positive reviews on this elsewhere (even here) and since this is a single barrel there will obviously be
variation. What I tried absolutely doesn't do it for me.

